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ABSTRACT (100-200 WORDS):
Whole language is a philosophy of teaching and learning based
on the theory that children learn pest when language is whole,
real, and relevant.
This paper is a qualitative-research
paper using classroom
observation and secondary materials as resources.
It attempts
to describe the functions of readipg and writing in the whole
language classroom, and the roles phonics, spelling, handwriting,
and assessment play in this kind of learning.
Whole language is a philosophy based on the research done by
experts in the fields of linguistics, child development, sociology, literacy theory, and other related fields.
Whole language
is an attempt to make the school literacy program as natural and
successful as the environment in which oral language acquisition
occurs.
By keeping language whole, instead of breaking it into bitesized pieces, the natural purpose of language - communication is stressed instead of the abstra t, isolated sounds and words
that are unrelated to the child's experiences.
Children come to school wanting to make sense of their world.
Whole language classrooms help them do that by building the curriculum around the interests and experiences the children already
have.
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taking

is denied.
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reading,

and handwriting)
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and writing
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and writing."
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(Holdaway,
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with print.
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of written
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of Readers
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to the findings
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speeds word

et aI, 1985, p. 11).

in a

the idea that

letters
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when the separate
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and that only after the code

and order and reject

components

to learn to read.
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to the larger
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follow.

structure,

the smallest

reading

sense of the smallest

and sentences.

advocates

begin
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and then progressing
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Thorndike

They believe

skills by first making
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ponents

based on the works of behavior-

words

More recently
identifi-
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out of context
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to make reading
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concepts
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by writing.
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without

almost
knowing
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(Cutting,
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completely
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to read,
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for a single
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Holdaway
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the truth.
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Fluency
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and

is greatly
that the

of children
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in
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He says one only has to analyze
in literacy

and to write

by the time they are five years old,

and so is comprehension.

notion

reading

of using whole

fore we can utter a word we are more apt to become
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1992, p. 49).

learn to read by reading,

to Holdaway,
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self-conscious

taught

as an end in themselves.

1979, p. 85).

it is necessary

rules

"drillingll

But skills

for children.

that can be more effective"

has shown these teachers

learning

easier.
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that there are other ways of teaching

Research
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many readers

is more concerned

and identification

have little meaning

understand

and writing

order
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Many hours of school time are spent on worksheets
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away,

overemphasizes

struggle

the implication

(Holdaway, p. 99).
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to apply
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taught
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altogether.

veloping

personal

their knowledge

Their

meaning

Good readers

of language

through

cues.

of a word is correct

these cuing systems

work together.

asks

They use
structures

use graphophonic

relationships

if their hypothesis

to make

The reader

and grammatical

And good readers

(Routman,

cues in de-

both the text and

use syntactic

patterns

of letter-sound

from the others

should be

three different

The first cue is semantic.

new words.

knowledge

that phonics

and use them interactively

and derives

the illustrations.

doing away with

and that other cues should be

utilize

strategies

sense out of print.

to decipher

of language

Good readers

is happening

do not advocate

They just believe

in the context

used as well.

what

advocates

helps

or not.

cues.

them decide

All three of

None can work in isolation

1988, p. 41).

READING
Children's
guage

trade books are the cornerstone

curriculum.

ren's writers
simplified

use.

syntactic

and the stories
64).

Their value

structure.

The use of literature

tested,

grounded

New Zealand,
world,

the country

language

"controlled"

Illustrations

to children's
for teaching

in research,

has been teaching

(Routman,

lies in the natural

There are neither

are relevant

of a whole

and based on natural

with literature

literacy

learning

theory.

rate in the

for over twenty

has shown that basal readers

p.

is tried and

years

1988, p. 18).

Research

nor

support

(Newman,1985,

literacy

with the highest

child-

vocabulary,

provide

lives

lan-

put far too much em-
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phasis

on isolated

that don't really

aspects

of language

exist except

"They're

badly written,

bitrary,

and they don't involve

They don't relate
(Cazden,

in the minds of textbook

the sequencing

of skills

to kids' experiences

designers.

is absolutley

kids' higher-order

thinking

ar-

skills.

and they cost too much"

there has been an attempt

ies to introduce
stories

well-know

children's

are shortened

flow, emotional
This deprives

quality,

by basal textbook

authors,

or altered

and interesting

of imaginative

ing (Routman,1988,
Learning

writing

compan-

but very often

and the natural

the child of the literary

the development

language

story line are lost.
language

necessary

for

as well as a love of read-

p. 22).

to read is a process

tivities

which

children

from taking

change

sub-skills

1992, p. 79).

Recently

these

and so called

involve

fragments

of experiencing

of language,which

language.
discourage

risks, and which do not encourage

of ideas can only make learning

Ac-

the ex-

to read more difficult

for

children.
Whole

language

ing, writing
dittos

classrooms

and thinking.

and workbooks.

use book projects

to reinforce

read-

These take the place of traditional

"Students

have unlimited

options

to inteII

grate

skills

(Routman,
percent

in a meaningful

p. 70).

context

This independent

of the total reading

and still have fun doing
work occupies

instruction

time.

time is spent in actual

reading.

Studies

associates

A Nation

of Readers

and drill

for Becoming

instruction

less than twenty

The rest of the

done by Anderson

and his

have shown that skill

seat work takes up as much as seventy

tal reading

it

time in the traditional

percent

of the to-

classroom

(Routman,
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p. 70).
The literature
play an important

extension

part in the language

as well as complement
keep the students

purpose,

retelling

alternative

teachers

the related
Language

endings

believe

as part of the program"
Reading
reading

students,

music,

in the United

scenes,

grouped

language

lan-

arts and

of learning;
and to related

in their own right

is noted

for its

to thirty

by their ability

in each group.

The students

the children

to

us-

take turns

two and five minutes

total,

of their peers with like ability.

at the expense

turns into a performance

to some students.

Strategies

is an uneconomical

waste of time
teachers

Whole

re-

follow along in their own books.

and they only hear the reading

language

States

method where

students

is overemphasized

one book or char-

class of twenty-five

Each child only gets to read between

Whole

for a

1992, p. 50).

the kids are homogeneously

the lesson

as rereading

favorite

etc., flourish

in
ex-

in the enhancement

(Cutting,

ually read in a round-robin

Accuracy

involved

any meaningful

one into the other,

In an average

as the other

They extend

or acting out the story.

read, with six to ten children

reading

include

illustrating

classes

is no busy work to

that "the links between

instruction

groups.

There

the story, comparing

arts flow naturally,
painting,

language

arts program.

such activities

arts are important

arts - drama,

of whole

they are actively

Such activities

in the book to another,

writing
guage

Instead

of a book and include

different
acter

the literature.

quiet.

their own learning.
tension

projects

of understanding

skill with potential

are almost

impossible

(Holdaway,

and
threat

to use and it

1979, p. 142).

group their students

flexibly,

de-
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pending

on the purpose

by interest,
grouped
Whole

sometimes

in pairs.

language

is reading
skills

of the lesson.
by skills-need.

But the groups

teachers

together

believe

ders get to hear better
sist the slower
portion

readers,
Skills

the other

students

Whole

for actual

language

students

1988, p. 126).

and the better

reading,

and reinforcing
and ap-

The slower

readers

rea-

get to as-

by only a small

just to them, saving

the time of

reading.
learn confidence

They are also read to daily by the teacher
pressive

are

of reading-groups

is on understanding

that are needed

of the class are taught

the children

the same each time.

while developing

(Routman,

readers.

Sometimes

are rarely

The emphasis

of literature

they are grouped

that the purpose

for pleasure

and strategies.

preciation

Sometimes

by reading

who models

and they read by themselves

in unison.

fluent,

to practice

ex-

their

skills.
Whole
texts.
plays

language

students

have been accused

But there is good reason
a significant

"The degree

part in competent

of fluency

ing' is dependent

appropriate"
text helps

(Holdaway,
the student

supervision

or confirm

1979, p. 127).
sustain

active

and helps him concentrate

how children
they should
ful texts

himself

are introduced
have experience

(Anderson,

stages.

for 'real read-

of most words

level of predictability

in the

for the begin-

that his responses
Being

reading

familiar
without

on meaning.

to words early
with reading

et aI, 1985, p. 43).

are

with the
the need of

But no matter

in the reading

these

their

always

at the early

required

on the ready recognition

to assure

that memory

reading

and connectedness

text and on a high enough
ning reader

to believe

of memorizing

words

program,

in meaning-
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WRITING
Children want to write the first

day they cometo school.

ready markedon anything they could get their hands on:

Theyhave al-

walls, sidewalks,

newspapers. Theyhave used whatever writing implementsthey could get their
hands on:

crayons, Pens, chalk, Pencils.

chers ignore the child's

Oncein school, however, most tea-

urge to showwhat he knows. They take control away

from the student and "place unnecessary road blocks in the wayof their intentions.

Thenwe say they don't want to write'(Graves,

1983, p. 3).

Data showsthat almost ninety percent of children entering first
lieve they can write.

grade be-

This is in contrast to only fifteen percent whobelieve

they can read (Graves, p. 18).
The production of written language can be a hazardous process in a correcti ve instructional

environment. Whenletters

must be spelled correctly,

must be formedcorrectly,

words

grarrmatical structures have to be correctly formed,

and canmunicablemeaningshave to be encoded children escape the dangers by
writing as little

as possible (Holdaway,1979, p. 27).

Wholelanguage teachers believe that children learn the process of writing
by

writing.

Journal writing is done daily and is often an interactive

ty between the teacher or a parent.

activi-

Manystudents choose to write during free

time, independent work, or before or after school.

Progress in writing is

developmental like speaking and reading and practice makesperfect.

The sheer

act of writing everyday has a positive effect on handwriting, length, content,
spelling,

and mastery of writing conventions.

Andmost important of all -

children view themselves as writers (Routman,1988, p. 108).
Wholelanguage teachers makeno distinction
ren and the writing of professionals.

between the writing of child-

Both "should be treated as important

writing with the samescrutiny given to the information in each by using the
sameprocess:

receive the work, discuss what is contained in the piece, then

formulate questions for the author" (Graves, 1983, p. 76).

Whenthe children's
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ownbooks are "published" and placed on the classroom she1ves for other students to read the children experience the joys of authorship themselves.
The skills

children acquire in the first

grade through daily writing al-

low them to write with a clear and authentic voice in second grade.
second graders have fewer physical restraints

they are capable of rrore effort.

"Wenotice enriched vocabulary, greater attention to detail,
matical structure,

Because

improvedgram-

and unexpected adaptations of an author I s sty Ie, as well

as increased use of description and dialogue" (Routman,1988, p. 129).

SPELLING
Traditional classrooms teach a weekly spelling list
day and a final test on Friday.

with a pretest

on Mon-

WordsSPelled incorrectly must be written a

certain numberof times with the premise that then the wordwill be drilled
into memory. Research has shown, however, that the heavy emphasis on drill
and weekly spelling tests does not increase good SPelling in writing.
scores on word list

tests do not transfer to writing context.

High

"Like the lan-

guage process, spelling is developmentaland the child needs support for his
approximations and risk-taking" (Routman,p, 132).

Throughdaily writing prac-

tice and the support and guidance of teachers and Parents the child gradually
rroves towards conventional spelling.
Wordsthat children use frequently in their daily writing can be used as
the spelling program for the whole language classroom. Each student can have
his ownindividual list

or words taken fran the students I journals or other

writings can be used to canpile a whole group list
Learning to spell is a function of experience:
do, the rrore opportunities they have to spell,
spell conventionally.

(Routman,p. 132).
the rrore writing children

the rrore likely they are to

Spelling competenceis not a matter of memorizingwords

for the Friday spelling test but a matter of first

trying out words as they
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are needed.in writing,

and then learning the limits of invented. spelling a-

gainst social conventions (Goodman,1986, P. 41).
An overemphasis on spelling
provide a situation

(or punctuation or handwriting) can actually

where children view the conventions of writing as IIDre

Impor-tant,than the meaningthey are trying to convey (Newman,
1985, p. 28).
Whenstudents are inhibited. by conventional spelling they confine their writing to words they knowhowto spell.
ted. spelling writing activities

By encouraging children to use inven-

can provide a good opp::>rtunityfor them to

apply and extent their knowled.geof letter-sound

cor-respondence(Anderson,

et aI, 1985, p. 12).

HANDWRITING
Wholelanguage teachers feel "handwriting is for writing."

Children win

prizes for fine script and parents and teachers nod approval for a crisp,
well-crafted. page.
1983, P. 171).

But these Pale next to the substance they carry (Graves,

The content must take precedent over the script as handwriting

is simply "the vehicle carrying information on its way to a destination.
Handwriting, like skin, showsthe outside of the Person.
beats the living organism, the life's

But beneath the skin

blood, the ideas, the information"

(Graves, P. 171).
Like spelling,

handwriting is developnental and the IIDreit is practiced.

during real writing,

the better it will become. "Children develop their hand-

writing by acting on a page" (Graves, 174-178).
DonaldGraves has divided. the developnent of handwriting into five phases,
all of which are visible
phase, which he calls
putting letters,
the shore."

in a child's

first

year of schooling.

The first

the "get-it-down" phase is whenchildren Persist

in

numbers, and drawings on the paper like"waves rolling on

They observe sane conventions, but just putting words on paper
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is enough. In the second stage, called "f'Lr'st;aesthetics II the children want
the paper to be clean and fresh for writing.
friend, although fine motor skills

The eraser is the child's

best

often hinder control of it and the effort

is so great that the child rubs through the paper and rips it.
age of convent.Lon"appears toward the end of first

The IIgrowing

grade whenchildren become

fussy about spacing, margins, and writing above and below the lines.
and punctuation are also affected positively.
for many, and their output decreases.

Spelling

Content often takes a backseat

The fourth stage "break.inqconventionII

is almost canpletely dependent on the teacher's approach. The children hate
rewriting at this stage but are taught that first

drafts are only temporary.

By stage five the children have learned to line-out errors instead of erasing
them. They nowaccept the paper as only a draft and that the text can be reworked. The child sees the progression fran rough to smoothand the future
copies becomemuchmore pleasing.

Children take pride in their final work and

usually copy with great care.
Whentraditional

teachers insist

on handwriting mastery, the writing pro-

gression tends to neglect the insight that embodieslinguistic
instead movesonly towards acceptable form.
mere ability

to copy accurately constitute

meanings, and

liTheformation of letters

and the

a deeply impoverishedview of what

is involved in mastering the production of written languageII (Holdaway,1979,
p. 34).

In addition to learning to print children need to knowthat writing

is composinga messageusing their ownwords to communicatewith others (Anderson, et al, 1985, p. 33).

ASSESSMENT
Assessmentof each student's abilities
each school day.

takes place numeroustimes during

It is through these assessments that the teacher knows

whether or not her class understands her lesson and she can go on, or if she
must remediate in order for the lesson to be understood.

Constant assessment
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guides a teacher's

lessons and daily lesson plans.

In the traditional

class-

roomteacher-made or textbook companytests are given frequently to assess
what the students rememberabout a certain lesson.
featuring true,

false questions and "fill-in-the

Worksheetsand dittos

blanks" dominate seat work.

Most children take a "standardized" test each year, and somechildren
take several reading tests a rrorrth, These tests give an individual's
formanceon a given day, in a group situation,
children.

These tests

and in comparison to other

grade students on howwell they do on these tests,

taking nothing else into consideration.
the same thing.

per-

But grading and evaluation are not

"Grades do not indicate individual strengths or weaknesses.

They emphasize comparisonand foster a:xnpetition" (Routman,1988, p. 211).
Wholelanguage teachers do not canpare students to each other, but rather
look for developnent in each student.

They knowthat the "evaluation for

learning is continuous - a natural part of the programbased on observation of
what is actually happening as individual children learn to read and write"
(Cutting, 1992, p, 50).

Children need to be convinced that they can read.

Failing regularly on tests

is the best way to convince them otherwise.

Teachers are under great pressure to be accountable to students'
but there are alternatives
signments.

to multiple choice and "fill-in-the-blank"

Dramatic changes in today' s instruction

progress
as-

methodsdemandthat as-

sessment nove form adult-centered procedures to child-centered activities.
"Wecan only define growth by reviewing observations and descriptions

of

children at work" (Glazer, 1992, p. 63).
The portfolio

has been identified

as one of the top three curriculum trends

by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development(Vaurus,1990,
p. 48).
score.

A portfolio

is an assessment tool that yields nore than a single

Rather it is a "systematic and organized collection of evidence used

by teachers to nonitor the growth of the students knowledge, skills,
titudes"

in certain subject areas (Vaurus, p, 48).

and at.-
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Portfolios are "authentic testing."
and instructionally

appropriate.

plined, self-regulating,

Theyare performancebased, realistic,

Portfolios put the student in a self-disci-

and self-assessing

position as they choose (with the

help of the teacher) what will go into their portfolio.
Representations of real learning activities

go into the portfolio:

samples

from a variety of daily and weekly assignments, samples from writing folders,
literature

lCXJs,audio tapes of oral reading, lab reports and science projects,

anecdotal records, reflective

records, self-evaluations

notes from conferences betweenstudent and teacher.
the portfolio

and reflections,

and

At the end of the year

is passed on to the next teacher assuring continuity of the stu-

dent's education.
, OUrstates,

school systems, and individual schools are attempting to vary

assessment procedures so that they match instruction.

These various changes

have resulted in someconfusion but they are also resulting in an upheaval that
is helping to change the wayAmericansthink about school work (Glazer, 1992,
p. 64).

Test scores and grade levels are still

valued, but are slowly beaJmingon-

ly a small part of the greater context of a child's

abilities.

CONCLUSION

"Children learn what they live, what they hear they try to speak, in a context of meaningful, functional use with people whocare about them and have
confidence that they will learn" (Cazden, 1992, p. 11).

This is the core mes-

sage of the whole language rrovement
,
With the language the children have already learned they bring to school
their natural tendency to want to makesense of their world.

Whenschools

break language into bits and pieces, sense becomesnonsense (GJodman,
p. 8).

1986,
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Wholelanguage is firmly supported by four humanistic - scientific
The first

pillar

it is whole, real,
al-social

pillars.

is a strong learning theory - language learning is easy when
and relevant.

"Languagedevelopnent is a holistic,

person-

achievement" (Goodman,P. 26).

The second pillar
and indivisible.

is the language theory that states

language is inclusive

The whole is rrore than the sumof its parts.

The whole language view of teaching makesup the third pillar.

This view

is that the respect for and understanding of learning and language is matched
by respect for and understanding of teaching.

Wholelanguage advocates view

teachers as professionals.
The fourth pillar
is the key principle

of whole language is its view of curriculum.

for language developmentand the learning through language.

This meansdrawing on the interests
school.

Integration

and experiences children have outside of
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